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Contact Dynamics on Net Capturing of Tumbling

Space Debris

Minghe Shana, Jian Guob and Eberhard Gillc

Delft University of Technology, Delft, 2629 HS, the Netherlands

I. Introduction

Operational space missions are more and more endangered by millions of space debris objects

[1]. To mitigate this risk, many space debris capturing and removal methods have been proposed

[2], such as the robotic arm removal method [3, 4], the tethered space robot [5, 6], and the harpoon

system [7]. Among these methods, the net capturing concept is considered as one of the most

promising capturing methods due to multiple advantages: it allows a large distance between the

chaser satellite and the target, such that close rendezvous and docking is not mandatory; it is

compatible with various dimensions and shapes of space debris objects, especially with those of

large space debris objects; and, �nally, the net is �exible, lightweight and cost e�cient.

Currently, net capturing for space debris removal is an international research focus. Several

projects under this concept have been funded by European Space Agency (ESA) and simulations on

the net capturing have been extensively performed [8, 9]. Yang et al. have investigated the rotating

and non-rotating net deployment dynamics, along with the analysis on the impact simulation and

the net-closing simulation [10]. Botta et al. have analyzed the e�ect of bending sti�ness of cables

on the deployment dynamics [11], and investigated contact dynamics during capturing by applying

a continuous compliant approach for the normal contact force and a modi�ed damped bristle model

for the friction force [12]. A necessity of a closing mechanism has been discussed by Sharf et al. [13].

Besides, several other simulators of net deployment and net capturing for space debris have been

developed. Benvenuto et al. have developed a simulator based on a mass-spring model and explored
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the net capturing based on the penalty-based method [14, 15]. In contrast, Goª¦biowski et al. have

developed a simulator based on Cosserat rod theory and simulated the net contacting with a target

using the predictor-corrector algorithm [16]. Shan et al. have developed a simulator for net deploy-

ment based on a mass-spring model and an absolute nodal coordinate formation [17]. Benvenuto's,

Goª¦biowski's and Shan's net simulators have been validated by parabolic �ight experiments [18�20].

Goª¦biowski's and Shan's validations used the dataset from the same experiment.

However, the acceptable tumbling rate of space debris captured by a net is still not well under-

stood in spite of the extensively existing research. The present paper provides several contributions

to the already existing body of knowledge. First, a contact dynamics modeling method, named

impulse-based method, is applied to the tumbling space debris capturing scenario for the �rst time.

A comparison is made between the simulation and the parabolic �ight experiment of a �xed En-

visat mockup capturing. The model is therefore validated and its e�ectiveness is demonstrated.

Second, the tumbling target capturing without a closing mechanism is investigated. If viable, this

will deduce the complexity of the capturing vehicle. The range of tumbling rates without a closing

mechanism are provided and the stability of the system is discussed. Finally, a closing mechanism

is designed and integrated to the net capturing system to ensure a successful capturing of a target,

especially that with a higher tumbling rate, to reduce the risk of slipping out of the net. Its ability

to do so is studied in simulation.

II. Dynamics of the Net Capturing System

A. Dynamics of a Net

A mass-spring model is the basis for simulation of net dynamics. A mass-spring model approxi-

mates a �exible cable as a series of mass points connected by mass-less spring-damper elements. The

geometrical and physical con�guration of the net is shown in Fig. 1. Four bullets are attached at

the corners of the net with additional cables. The mass points of the net are numbered sequently as

a matrix as shown in Fig. 1. According to the nature of the cable material, a cable cannot be com-

pressed, and a tension force will only be generated when the cables are fully extended. The model

of the tension force and the dynamic equations of motion for the entire net have been established

by Shan et al. [17].
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Bullet 1
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Bullet 4
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Spring Damping Element

Fig. 1 Geometrical and physical con�guration of a net.

B. Dynamics of a Tumbling Target

V-Bar

H-Bar

R-Bar
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Earth
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y

z
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T

Fig. 2 Target approached by chaser satellite along V-Bar.

The chaser satellite is assumed to be approached along track with the target before shooting

the net (Fig. 2). The non-cooperative target introduced in this paper has an initial tumbling rate

along its minimum or maximum inertia axis. The contact with the net might change the motion

of the target. Therefore, a contact force is included in the translational and rotational dynamics of
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the target, which is expressed as

mT r̈T = fC + fE + gT ,

Iω̇T + ωT × IωT = tC + tE ,

(1)

where, mT and I is the mass and the inertia of the target, respectively; rT represents the position

vector of the center of mass of the target in the inertial frame; ωT is the angular velocity of the

target in the target body frame (see Fig. 2). Here, fC , fE , and gT is the contact force, external force

(including disturbances) and the gravitational force acting on the target, respectively. In addition,

tC and tE represent the contact torque and the external torque acting on the target, respectively.

III. Contact Dynamics of Net Capturing

The algorithm of capturing a target using a net is shown in Fig. 3. Contact detection needs

to be performed at every step of simulation, and contact dynamics takes over when a contact,

either a single contact or multiple contacts, is detected. This section presents the contact detection

algorithm and the modeling of contact dynamics.

A. Contact Detection

In this paper, the contact detection, based on the Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) method

[21], is divided into two levels (Fig. 4) so as to improve the computational performance of the

simulation. The bounding box is the box with the smallest measure (volume in this paper) within

which all the points on the target lie. In the �rst level of detection, the net and the target are

assumed to be contained in the box N and the box T , respectively. Therefore, the contact detection

is only performed between these two boxes. The second level of contact detection starts once the

two boxes intersect with each other. In the second level of detection, every node of the net is checked

by calculating the minimum distance d between the node and the target. Once the distance d is

smaller than a threshold distance ε, a respective contact response will be applied on the node. The

contact response depends on the number and position of the contacting points.

B. Impulse-Based Method

The impulse-based method is commonly used in game and virtual reality environments, espe-

cially the contact between two separate bodies [22]. This paper applies this method to the contact
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of the impulse-based method on space debris capturing.

dynamics of a tumbling space debris removal using a net. As introduced previously, the net can be

discretized into mass points connected under a speci�c con�guration. Therefore, a net contacting

with a target can be considered as a single mass point or multiple mass points contact with one

single object. The number of contacting mass points depends on the relative position of the net and

the target.
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Fig. 4 Contact detection.

1. Single Contact on One Target

In the impulse-based method, the impulse instead of the contact force caused by the contact,

is calculated. Therefore, the velocity change after contact can be computed. The coe�cient of

restitution is de�ned from the relative velocity change as

e = −v
+
r

v−r
, (2)

where 0 ≤ e ≤ 1. In this paper, superscript '-' and '+' indicate the status before and after the

contact. Thus, v+r is the relative velocity of two objects in the direction normal to the plane of

contact after contact, and v−r is the relative velocity of two objects in the direction normal to the

plane of contact before contact. When e = 0, then v+r = 0, the contact is fully inelastic, and when

e = 1, v+r = −v−r , the contact is fully elastic. In this paper, since the mass of the target is much

larger than the net, we assume the contact between the net and the target is fully elastic and e = 1

in the simulation. Assume a single mass point P contact with a tumbling object O whose angular

velocity is ωO. The position of the mass point is rP , and the position of the center of mass of

the object is rO. Velocities of P and O are vP and vO, respectively. Let n represent the normal

direction of the contact plane on object O. Velocities and angular velocities after contact can then
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be expressed as

v+
P = v−

P + jn/mP ,

v+
O = v−

O − jn/mO,

ω+
O = ω−

O − I−1
O (rOC × jn)

(3)

where mP and mO are masses of two contact objects, j is the impulse generated from the contact,

and rOC = rC −rO is the relative position of the contact point C with respect to the center of mass

of object O. Therefore, the relative velocity along the direction normal to the contact plane can be

expressed as

v+r = n(ṙ+P − ṙ+OC),

v+r = n(v+
P − (v+

O + ω+
O × rOC))

(4)

Substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 4, yields

j =
−(e+ 1)v−r

1/mP + 1/mO + n((I−1
O (rOC × n))× rOC)

. (5)

The velocities of two objects after contact can be achieved by the computed impulse j using Eq. 3.

2. Multiple Contacts on One Target

Assume that n mass points simultaneously contact with the tumbling object O. Velocities of

n mass points are represented by vi. Let ni represent the normal direction of the contact plane,

mi represent the mass of ith contact point, and ji represent the magnitude of the impulse of ith

contact. Therefore, the velocity of ith mass point after contact is

v+
i = v−

i + jini/mi. (6)

The linear and angular velocity of the target after contact are

v+
O = v−

O − (j1n1 + j2n2 + · · ·+ jnnn)/mO

ω+
O = ω−

O − I−1
O (r1 × j1n1 + r2 × j2n2 + · · ·+ rn × jnnn).

(7)

In the above equation, the array of contact impulse j is undetermined,

j = [j1, j2, · · · , jn]T. (8)
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To simplify the expression, we de�ne the matrix of normal vectors N as

N = [n1,n2, · · · ,nn]
T, (9)

and Σrn is de�ned as the following expression,

Σrn =

i=n∑
i=1

ri × jini. (10)

Therefore, Eq. 7 is simpli�ed as

v+
O = v−

O −NTj/mO

ω+
O = ω−

O − I−1
O Σrn.

(11)

Based on the impulse conservation law and introducing the coe�cient of restitution e, relative

velocities after contact in the direction normal to the contact plane can be derived as

−(e+ 1)v−ri = ni[jini/mi +NTj/mO + (I−1
O Σrn)× ri] (12)

On left side, the expression can be reformulated using the vector notation v,

v = −(e+ 1)[v−r1, v
−
r2, · · · , v−rn]T. (13)

To further simplify the expression of Eq. 12, we de�ne

ICijk = (I−1
O (ri × nj))× rk. (14)

Thus, the coe�cient matrix is derived from Eq. 12,

M =



1
m1

+ 1
mO

+ n1IC111
n1n2

mO
+ n1IC221 · · · n1nn

mO
+ n1ICnn1

n2n1

mO
+ n2IC112

1
m2

+ 1
mO

+ n2IC222 · · · n2nn

mO
+ n2ICnn2

...
...

. . .
...

nnn1

mO
+ nnIC11n · · · · · · 1

mn
+ 1

mO
+ nnICnnn


. (15)

Equation 12 can then be rewritten as

v = Mj. (16)

Therefore, the magnitude of the impulse of every contact is achieved by

j = M−1v. (17)

With a computed impulse of each contacting points j, the velocities after contact can consequently

be derived from Eq. 6 and 7.
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IV. Veri�cation of the Contact Dynamic Model

The modeling method introduced above allows to simulate space debris capturing using a net.

However, this model has to be experimentally validated. To reduce the in�uence by the gravity, the

experiment has to be performed in a micro-gravity environment. In this case, we use a parabolic

�ight. This section presents the experiment and the veri�cation.

A. Experiment

This parabolic �ight experiment was led by SKA Polska under an ESA contract and was per-

formed on board of a Falcon-20 airplane, operated by National Research Council in Ottawa, Canada.

The airplane used in the experiment is a twelve-seat, two-engine business jet with the whole cabin

available for micro-gravity experiments. The cabin dimensions are 4 m, 1.5 m and 1.6 m in length,

width and height, respectively [23]. Due to the geometrical constraint of the airplane, the exper-

iment had to be downscaled to �t the cabin. The net and an Envisat mockup are downscaled by

a factor of 25. The Envisat mockup is �rmly connected to a rig to limit the risk of the net not

hitting the target. The net was shot by a pneumatic net ejector to contact the target and embrace

it. The initial position of the mass center of the net is (0, 0, 0) in the local reference frame, and the

position of the mass center of the target at time t = 0 is set as (1.5, 0, 0). Other key parameters of

the parabolic �ight experiment are summarized in Table 1. De�nitions of some parameters can be

found in [17]. Detailed information of this parabolic �ight experiment is provided in [16, 20, 23].

B. Veri�cation

The impulse-based model is to be veri�ed by comparing the simulation of capturing a Envisat

mockup with the experimental results. The initial parameters applied in the simulation are exactly

the same as the parameters used in the parabolic �ight experiment. Figure 5 shows the simulation

of the net capturing process using the impulse-based method.

To compare the net con�gurations between the simulation and the experiment, some typical

nodes of the net are selected and compared. In this paper, four bullets are selected because the

trajectories of these four bullets are able to describe the general con�guration of the net. Figure

6 provides the comparison of four bullet trajectories between the simulation and the experiment.
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Table 1 Input Parameters of Parabolic Flight Experiment

Parameter Value

Net size A [m2] 0.8×0.8

Mesh square − [−] 10×10

Mesh length l0 [m] 0.08

Cable diameter dc [mm] 1

Edge cable diameter de [mm] 3

Material elastic modulus E [Pa] 4.456×108

Bullet mass mb [kg] 0.03×4

Shooting velocity v [m/s] 1.8

Shooting angle θ [◦] 25

Distance to the target dt [m] 1.5

Fig. 5 Envisat mockup capturing.

However, in the simulation, the link connecting the satellite and the solar panel is not considered

in the contact detection algorithm, which leads to a poor agreement of the experimental and the

simulation data in the �nal capturing stage, such as bullet #2 in y direction and bullet #3 in z

direction. Except for that, the bullet trajectories obtained from the experiment and the simulation

have a good agreement with each other.

To further quantitatively analyze the di�erence of the simulation and the experiment, the dis-

placement di�erence of these four bullet trajectories are shown using a boxplot in Fig. 7. In this

�gure, the diamonds in the boxes measure the average di�erences of the bullets trajectories. The

lines in the boxes indicate the medians of each group of data. Higher whiskers represent the maxi-

mum values of the di�erece, and the lower whiskers represent the minimum. The sign '+' indicates
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Fig. 6 Bullets trajectories under simulation and experiment.

an outlier. The largest di�erence arises from the bullet #3 along the z direction as explained pre-

viously. It is found that the average di�erences with the experiment in three directions are only 7.5

cm, 7.6 cm and 12 cm, respectively, and the average value of these di�erences is 9 cm.
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Fig. 7 Di�erence of bullets trajectories between simulation and experiment.
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V. Tumbling Target Capturing

In the previous section, the e�ectiveness of the impulse-based method has been demonstrated

by the parabolic �ight experiment. This experiment resulted in the net becoming entangled with

the Envisat mockup so that it could not be removed without cutting it, which demonstrates the

e�ectiveness of net capturing. Therefore, a successful capturing in the simulation is de�ned as that

if the net is able to close and embrace the target. In this section, impulse-based method is applied

to investigate the capturing of a tumbling target. Here, two tumbling targets are provided as case

studies: one is a three-unit cubesat, the other one is the upper-stage of rocket Zenit II. Table 2

provides the dimensions of the targets and the other simulation parameters.

Table 2 Parameters of Tumbling Targets Capturing

Parameters Cubesat Capturing Rocket Upper-Stage Capturing

Dimensions of the target − [m] 0.1×0.1×0.3 3.9×11.047

Net size A [m2] 0.7×0.7 30×30

Mesh square − [−] 10×10 20×20

Mesh length l0 [m] 0.07 1.5

Bullet mass mb [kg] 0.03×4 1×4

Shooting velocity v [m/s] 1.8 10

Shooting angle θ [deg] 25 25

Distance to the target dt [m] 1.4 35

Initial tumbling rate ω [rad/s] 1.5 0.5

Mass of the target mt [kg] 3.5 8226

Mass of the net mn [kg] 0.043 1.425

Simulation time t [s] 3 10

Integrator Runge Kutta 4 Runge Kutta 4

Step size 5e−5 1e−4

A. Cubesat Capturing

Figure 8 (a) shows the reference frames of the cubesat capturing system: the inertial frame

O −XY Z and the body frame o− xyz. Its initial relative position to the net is (1.4 m, 0, 0). The

three-unit cubesat is tumbling with an initial angular velocity of 0, 1, 1.5 and 2 rad/s, along the x

12
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Fig. 8 Reference frames of cubesat capturing.

Angular velocity: 0 rad/s

Angular velocity: 1 rad/s

Angular velocity: 1.5 rad/s

Angular velocity: 2 rad/s

t = 0.3 s t = 0.7 s t = 1.5 s t = 3 s

Fig. 9 Cubesat capturing under di�erent initial tumbling rates.

direction in the body frame. Figure 9 provides the simulation process of the capture of a tumbling

cubesat with di�erent initial angular velocities. It is noticed that when the net is tumbling too

fast, e.g., 2 rad/s, the net trajectory will be a�ected dramatically. The net is not able to close and

surround the target, which leads to an unsuccessful capturing.

According to the simulations, the tumbling rate and the movement of the cubesat will be slightly

a�ected due to the momentum exchange during the net contacting. Figure 10 shows the motion
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of a tumbling cubesat during capturing. As the motions of the cubesat under these four initial

angular velocities are similar, only the case with 1 rad/s tumbling rate is provided. Maximum

impulse during contacting is given in Fig. 11. It is found that the maximum impulse is within

3×10−4 Ns. Moreover, the higher the initial angular velocity, the lower the impulse at the �rst

contact. This is because an angle is formed between the surface of the target and the velocity

of the mass point. The higher the initial angular velocity, the larger the angles formed, thus the

smaller the impulse exchanged. Figure 12 shows the changes of the angular velocities under di�erent

initial conditions. It is noticed that the tumbling status of a target is complex and chaotic, and the

tumbling rate will be a�ected slightly by the net contacting. Even though the tumbling rate along

its main axis is decreased slightly, it is increased along the other two axes. It also indicates that

the free-throwing net itself is not able to de-tumble a target. Therefore, based on the simulations,

the suggested suitable tumbling rate of a three-unit cubesat with net capturing without a dedicated

closing mechanism ranges from 0 rad/s to 1.5 rad/s.

B. Rocket Upper Stage Capturing

Figure 8 (b) shows the reference frames of the rocket upper stage capturing system: the inertial

frame O−XY Z and the body frame o− xyz. Its initial relative position to the net is (35 m, 0, 0).

The rocket upper stage discussed in this paper is the second stage of the rocket Zenit-II, since it is

regarded as one of the most threatening space debris object to operational satellites [24].

Table 2 summarizes the parameters of the target, the net, and the initial conditions of the free-
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Fig. 11 Maximum impulse during contact.
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Fig. 12 Angular velocity of the cubesat during capture.

throwing deployment. The simulations of the upper stage capturing under initial angular velocity,

0.1, 0.4, 0.7 rad/s along the z axis in the body frame are presented in Fig. 13. It is found that each

bullet with the connected partial net forms an arm-shaped structure, and these four arm-shaped
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structures cross each other and embrace the target, such that ensuring a �rm capturing. However,

with the increasing initial angular velocity, the net motion will be a�ected more signi�cantly, and

the net tumbles together with the target. This makes the arm-shaped structures not able to cross

and successfully capture the target.

Angular velocity: 0.1 rad/s

Angular velocity: 0.4 rad/s

Angular velocity: 0.7 rad/s

t = 1.5 s t = 5 s t = 7.5 s t = 10 s

Fig. 13 Upper stage capturing (tumbling along z axis in body frame).

It becomes worse when capturing the upper stage with the tumbling axis being the x axis. The

simulations of the upper stage capturing under initial angular velocities, 0.1, 0.4, 0.7 rad/s along

the x axis in the body frame are presented in Fig. 14. It is noticed that the upper stage slips out

of the net when its tumbling rate is as high as 0.7 rad/s. The net is able to close and surround the

upper stage when the tumbling rate is smaller than that value. However, it is hard to make sure

that the capturing is successful.

To overcome this weakness of the free-throwing capturing, a closing mechanism inspired by

Sharf et al. [13] and Benvenuto et al. [14] is designed. The closing mechanism adopts the torsional

spring mechanism installed inside the bullet as shown in Fig. 15. We utilize �exible tubes as the
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Angular velocity: 0.1 rad/s

Angular velocity: 0.4 rad/s

Angular velocity: 0.7 rad/s

t = 1.5 s t = 5 s t = 7.5 s t = 10 s

Fig. 14 Upper stage capturing (tumbling along x axis in body frame).

net perimeter and let the closing thread go through the tube then connect to the winch inside the

bullets. Net cables are knotted with the outside part of the tube as well as the bullets. The closing

mechanism will be trigged after the net contacts with the target, and the closing thread will be

rewound into the devices in the bullets, such that four bullets start to move towards each other

until the net closes. In this way, it ensures that the target is encompassed in the net and is not

able to slip out. Figure 16 shows the capturing with a closing mechanism when the tumbling rate

is as high as 1.1 rad/s, which ends up with a �rm and successful capture. We also showed that the

capturing also succeeds when the target is tumbling around z-direction as shown in Fig. 17.

VI. Conclusions

The impulse-based method has been used as contact dynamic model in scenarios of capturing

of tumbling space debris objects. The theoretical solutions of single contact and multiple contacts

dynamics based on the impulse-based method have been derived. Results of the parabolic �ight

experiment have been used to verify the contact dynamic model. The comparison of the simulation
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Torsional Spring

Flexible Tube

Closing thread

Fig. 15 Concept of a closing mechanism

Angular velocity: 1.1 rad/s

t = 1.5 s t = 5 s t = 7.5 s t = 10 s

Fig. 16 Upper stage capturing with closing mechanism (tumbling along x axis in body frame).

Angular velocity: 1.1 rad/s

t = 1.5 s t = 5 s t = 7.5 s t = 10 s

Fig. 17 Upper stage capturing with closing mechanism (tumbling along z axis in body frame).

and the parabolic �ight experiment shows that the average di�erences in three directions are only

7.5 cm, 7.6 cm and 12 cm, respectively. Two case studies have been investigated based on the

veri�ed contact dynamic model: one is the capturing of the tumbling three-unit cubesat, and the

other one is the capturing of an upper stage of rocket Zenit-II. Simulation results indicate that, for

the three-unit cubesat, with a speci�c net con�guration, it can be successfully captured when the

18



tumbling rate is smaller than 1.5 rad/s. However, for the rocket upper-stage, with a speci�c net

con�guration, it can be successfully captured only when the tumbling rate is smaller than 0.7 rad/s.

The proposed closing mechanism is able to ensure the capturing even when the tumbling rate is

beyond that threshold.

In this paper, the contact detection is not performed along cables of the net in the simulation.

The discussion on the in�uence by this contact detection on the capturing is expected in the future.
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